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Introduction
Many native cultures and traditions have vanished in the turbulent urban
expansion. Our design holds sensory bias from urban education and urban
life beliefs. Capitalism’s political and social factors influenced our judgment
and attitudes towards indigenous cultures. Careless misunderstandings have
been leading to disrespectful policies and planning. Given the power of
re-planning and re-directing the sites’ development, how do landscape
designers and urban planners protect the local’s rights and achieve
sustainable urban development?

Urban Invading
The collage indicated the invasive urbanization, which lacks the respect and
correct understanding of local cultures.
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Bristol Bay area holds one of the most abundant fishery resources globally, yet
it was also a relatively new resource pool because of the limited accessibility.
The local people have been living in their tribal lands for centuries. The land
faces the incoming urbanization forces and commercial developments, and the
people are also getting new urban lifestyles. The threshold between their
traditional practices and modern urban impacts needs to be dealt with caution.
When we bring the urban developments to the land, colonization should always
be alerted. It is dangerous for landscape designers and planners to narrowly
believe in their epistemologies over the users and indigenous communities.
Otherwise, colonial designs may damage the native culture and traditional
living arbitrarily. It is crucial always to realize and remember that we are
outsiders to understand and communicate with the people and the land.
This thesis project looks in detail at the tension and development of the Lake
Iliamna area of Bristol Bay, Alaska. The site holds the most considerable fishery
resources and is also occupied by the indigenous tribe. By exploring the
threshold between the people, land, culture, and development of the
infrastructures and resource management, the goal is to reveal collective
ethical disciplines of indigenous designs and developments. This thesis then
provides a path of understanding for the landscape designers and planners
that may deal with the development of indigenous territories under the trend of
urbanization.

Nature Amature
The collage indicated nature as the armature of sustainable living systems.
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Thesis Diagram

Time Collapse
The collage indicated how the different disciplines of time and urban understanding of time could influence
our way of understanding. This further leads to thinking of how epistemology can affect our living and
practices.
12
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Urbanization Collage. Johnson White

GLOSSARY

Alaska Totem Heritage. Suzy Chang

Culture
noun

Urbanization
noun

In general, urbanization is the process through which cities
grow, and higher and higher percentages of the population
comes to live in the city.
16

In this project, urbanization has been the universal trend, and the
outer influence and challenges brought to the local systems. It is
also the need for initial success, modern culture & techniques
encountered, and public resource exploitation.

Culture is defined as the shared patterns of behaviors and
interactions, cognitive constructs, and affective understanding
that are learned through a process of socialization. These shared
patterns identify the members of a culture group while also
distinguishing those of another group.

In this project, culture represents the local commons, traditions,
lifestyles, religion, and self - sufficient/management system. The
indigenous culture has been vulnerable to the urbanization trend,
and the traditional lifestyles are challenged by the climate change
and the expansion of capitalism.
17

Human Experience. Martina White

Epistemological Thinking. Lia Chen

Dehumanization/Rehumanization
noun

Dehumanization is to deprive someone or something of human
qualities, personality, or dignity, and to address or portray
someone in a way that obscures or demeans that person’s
humanity or individuality. As a result, remove or reduce
human involvement or interaction.
18

Epistemology
noun

In this project, the goal is first to recognize the dehumanization
condition of indigenous/local culture, then find an adaptive way
to rehumanize the people and culture.

Epistemology is the study or a theory of the nature and grounds
of knowledge especially with reference to its limits and validity. It
is the study of the way of our understanding.

Questioning ourselves epstemologically allow us to unlearn our
bias and misunderstandings, then regain the knowledge of the
local culture and local commons systems.
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Public Commons. Garret Hardin

Commons
noun

The commons has been defined as “the undivided land
belonging to the members of a local community as a whole.”
The commons is the contract a people make with their local
natural system.
20

Resilient Landscape. Aaron King and Jared Green

Resilient
adj.

Commons is the local shared resources pool. In this project,
commons is the nature associated living and manageing system
that landscape architecture design can apply.

Resilient is the intentional design of buildings, landscapes,
communities, and regions to respond to natural and
artificial challenges and long term changes resulting from
climate change.

In this project, resilient is the essential goal of constructing the
local equity, efficiency, and sustainability during urbanization
processes.
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Indigenous People’s Condition
Worldwide Indigenous Population. Esri Population Program

Global Indigenous Population
There are many indigenous people and

traditional techniques and knowledge are valuable

territories throughout the whole world. As a

references for landscape architects to learn and

group that cannot be ignored, their traditional

think. However, the modern development brought

lifestyles and practices have faced different

enthetic economic challenges to the locals. The need

challenges from all aspects. As urbanization

for resources and education expanded yet conflicted

and modern technologies develop, indigenous

with the traditional knowledge and practices. How do

cultural work has been manipulated, ignored,

we find the balance between the worlds? Landscape

misunderstood, and even wiped out. The

architects should explore this through designs and

indigenous people have their eagerness to

strategies with respect and responsibilities. With the

protect their culture and yet find a new way of

seemingly inevitable urbanization and globalization,

living that suits both the modern world and

designers should protect the territories and the

their traditions. The relationship between

cultures they are planning and developing for a

indigenous people and the land or natural

co-exist future and a sustainable path.

resource is distinguished as sustainable
compared to our current practices. Their
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U.S. Indigenous Population
American Indian or Alaska Native Population. United States Census Mapping.
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Case Studies
Inga Indigenous University
DATE: Jan 2021
LOCATION: Southern Colombia, Villagarzon
Ofﬁcial Language: Spanish
KEY PEOPLE: Studio Anne Lacaton & Vassal ETH Zurich
D-ARCH, Inga indigenous people
CORE IDEOLOGY: Proposing an Indigenous based
university as a core system to manage and integrate the
urban expansion knowledges, economic development and
evironment management with the local culture and the
existing rainforest conditions.

Inga Indigenous University
Essential to this university proposal is the
understanding of the form of the University as a
process and a media. The architect proposed the
strategies for the university as it strives to implement
the “next steps” of a longer envisioning process. By
reprogramming and reconstructing the university
area, the team stayed high aware of the local
territory, cultures, and traditions. To let the local
people commit and embed their history and
knowledge in the university, the design allowed a
constantly growing local management system. The
university itself established a small permanent work
structure in charge of collection, organization,
communication, hosting the workshops of the Inga
Education and the local community, researchers
committed to contributing to the content and the
process of elaboration. The new students and interns
can carry out research, investigation, or inventory
work on different disciplines and themes. This
proposal is a unique example of a model that can
integrate urbanization, local knowledge, and natural
system commons.
Inga Indigenous University Project.Studio Anne Lacaton Lacaton&
Vassal ETH Zurich D-ARCH
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Ecotourism of Ese Eja Community
DATE: 2004-2006
LOCATION: River Beni, Madre de Dios, Lowland Amazonian,
Official Language: Spanish, Peruish
KEY PEOPLE: Ese Eja indigenous people,Tambopata National Reserve,
Bahuaja-Sonene National Park Conservation Group
CORE IDEOLOGY: Establish a cooperation ecotourism ssytem with the
local areas and Ese Eja community people to enhance the local
economic and ecological conditions.

Ecotourism of Ese Eja Community
The core form of the system is based on the two national parks
and ecotour routes involved with the Ese Eja Community. The
local people are associated
as guides and consultants of the eco tour establish and
processes. The local economy income is consequently
enhanced. But the further challenge is the local ecology. The
Ese Eja community is constructed on a tilted land of low
resource availabilities. The community is also facing the
challenge of the decreasing trend of the tradition because of
both the problems. Ecotourism helped them establish a path of
a “post-traditional” environmental economy system as a
sustainable living goal. This study argues that the ecological
service sector uses tradition
as a social currency without dehumanizing the culture as only a
toolism product.

Daniela M Peluso and Miguel N. Alexiades, Indigenous Urbanization and Amazonia’s Post-Traditional
Evironmental Economy
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CHAPTER 01
LAKE ILIAMNA
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Lake Iliamna View. Alaska Department of Game and Fishing

LAKE ILIAMNA
The area have been occupied by
the native Yupik Eskimos for hundreds of years, where they continued their subsistence living traditions and their traditional cultures
and knowledge. The area is one of
the biggest Salmon habitat that
facing the challenges from urban
commercial development of the
fishery and local pebble mine development. Yet the people are also
facing the changing lifestyle between their traditional life and the
modern live changes.

Native Alaska Woman Dressing. Shrikant Mahesh

Traditional Inuit Art. Canadian Museum of Civilation.

Commercial Fishing Development
Brings Economic development but
challenge the local practices.

Subsistence Living and Traditional
Indigenous Cultures
Pebble Mine development
is threatening the local
habitats and native territories

Igiugig Lodge. Offical Website of Village Igiugig.
31

The lake area is occupied by native

LAKE ILIAMNA
National Park
AREA Lake Clark
& Preserve

Yupik Eskimos and native Alaskan tribes.
The people depend on the traditional
cultures and living practices a lot. They hold
the traditional cultures and arts by oral

Native Villages

inheritance mainly. They are is majorly

Airlines

occupied by several tribes and villages.

Marine Route

They have their native occupancy the

Selected Corridor

territory assigned by the government and

Katmal National Park &
Preserve

Existing Transportation

their tribe council, which includes their most

BRISTOL BAY
BOROUGH

usual daily activities. However the territories
assigned are very westernized and artificial
that didn’t follow the traditional way of the

ALASKA PENINSULA
CORRIDOR

Yupik people did before as they track the
natural patterns and resources on the land

Analkchak National Park
& Preserve

and in the water. The area is also very
inaccessible. The only way to get to the lake
area is by airplane, which is very
unaffordable.

PACIFIC COAST MARINE
CORRIDOR

The transportation infrastructures remain
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very undeveloped for the locals to use.
The total population of the area dropped
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to a meager number because of the
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Port Alsworth

influenza happened in the 1920s. But as
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the local tribes’ developments growing,
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Airplane travels between
major cities and villages,
limited affordability and
accessibility,
Commercial Fishing

the commercial fishing development and
Nondalton

Total Population Change

the population has been rising and

Pedro Bay

Iliamna

Pile Bay

starting to attract more fishing workers,
sporters, and visitors to the area with the

Newhalen

local landscape and the fishery
resources. New economic development

Snow machines and dog
sleds used for local travels,
seasonal available, affordable, safety concerned
Hunting

and new challenges are coming at the
same time.

Pop-Vannoy Landing
Kokhanok
Native Land Occupation

Igiugig

Boat travel in the lake and
cross cities.
Available and affordable
Subsistence Fishing

Municipal Land

Native Territories in the lake area.
Transportation and Landuse of Bristol Bay. Alaska Department of Game and Fishing

Potable Wood “Maps”

Native Epistemological Mapping

Regional Maps

The native people have a very unique spatial understanding that is different
from our familiar mapping strategies. Regarding fishing and the water body as
the core of their practice, they have developed a mapping strategy of using the
water bank and the water body as the major content that navigate themselves.
During the winter ISP, I started this epistemological mapping practice to try to
understand their culture and their spatial understandings. Yet I have realized
through the process that we landscape designers should always remember
that we are the outsiders that tries to understand and learn them. Only then we
can avoid our proposals to be harmful and arbitrary

Emotional Mapping Practices

Historical Communication of Mapping
Territory and kinship

Hunting territory and Journey

The threats from outer world
National Mapping Musem, Plate 79
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CHAPTER 02
SALMON & SUBSISTENCE
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The Strength of Salmon. Pay Clayton
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Salmon Fishery

Salmon Migration Cycle

The lake area provides abundant clean, cool
anadromous streams with healthy vegetation
and spawning shelters as the largest salmon
habitat in the world. The fishery is considered
as the most significant resource of the area
associated with the local ecosystems and
culture and economic developments.

Fishing Production.

Local Food
Resource

Local Fish Cooking and Storage.
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Salmon as the major
food resource of the
villages

Local Jobs

Game fishing and Commercial fishing have provide the major employments in the local area

Native Cultural
Practice

Subsistence Fishing have
been continuing in the
local communities

50+ Species

Associate with
salmon in the lake
area ecosystem

Commercial Fishing Cycle

Provide major resource pool
and productions for the
sustainable fishing commercial development
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Salmon Migration

SUBSISTENCE FOOD
DISTRIBUTION

83%

OF ANNUAL FOOD INCOME
FISHING/HUNTING/PLANT
HARVESTING

Sockeye Salmon

Oncorhynchus nerka

Breeding & Spawning
Migration Passage
Population Areas
Anadromous Streams

General Migration
October to May

Summer Migration for
Breeding
June to July
Major Fishing Season

Salmon is considered the core
species of the area. Salmon provide
fundamental food for both local
animals and local families. The tribes
rely on their traditional subsistence
living a lot. Most of the annual food
is coming from the salmon harvesting with some hunting and plant
farming associated. The locals used
their methods to cook and store the
salmon for all year-long food supplies. So that they don’t have to buy
the very expansive groceries from
the cities which require naff fordable
shipping fees. Salmon plays an
an essential role in the locals’ life
that involves cultural understandings,
traditional ecological knowledge,
practices and indeed the modern
economic developments with commercial fishing and sport fishing.
BBAP 2020 Annual report from State of Alaska Fish and Game
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Seasonal Subsistence
The local subsistence fishing practice follows a seasonal pattern. The primary activities and practices always follow the migration and natural cycle pattern. The Spring is the hunting season because most caribous and
moose are in breeding migrations. In the summer, especially in July, salmons migrate for breeding, and the locals
perform family/village-scale fishing events that will harvest the salmon for the whole year. However, many
young people cannot attend the fishing event because of summer jobs and school. In Fall, people harvest local
plants and berries for extra food storage. In winter, most subsistence activities ceased, but ice fishing for
food supplement needs.
Summer Family Fishing Events

Spring
Hunting: Caribous and Deers
that are in breeding season
Young Salmon growing season

Summer
Major Salmon Season
Fishing for family for the whole next year
Harvested fish to be cooked to store

Young people away for work
and school

Fall
Berry and plant harvesting season
Prepare spare food storage

Winter
Minor ice fishing happens only
for supplements
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TEKniques

Commercial Fishing

The locals have several traditional fishing methods that can perform selective fishing for the harvesting events. The
particular techniques allow the smaller fish not ready to escape to their habitats and capture only the appropriate sizes. Additionally, the locals will release the big fish that is great breeders for better spawning for next year’s
cycles.

Weirs built across streams that
channel salmon into traps and
narrow ponds.

The commercial fishing practice uses ring purse fishing methods to maximize profit and maximize exploitation.
The net itself is also easy to injure or kill the fishing that escaped, which harms the sustainability of the fishery
cycle pattern.

Fish Wheels are stationary in
turbid streams. Harvest fish out
of the water.

Purse Seine Captures almost
all fish and species with the fine
nets. However it is none-slective
and easy to injure the fish.

Daniela M Peluso and Miguel N. Alexiades, Indigenous Urbanization and Amazonia’s
Post-Traditional Evironmental Economy

Dip Nets are used in narrow
streams for migrating salmons.

Reef Nets are used in summer
major fishing seasons for the migrating salmons that can selectively harvest salmon in sizes and
release non-target ones.

Indigenous System of Management for Culturally and Ecologically Resilient Pacific Salmon Fisheries. William I. Atlas, Natalie C. Ban, Jonathan W. Moore, etc.

Native TEKs allow sustainable
development and use.

Fisheries Research & Development Corporation

Commercial ﬁshing withing
regulations would end up over
exploiting.
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CHAPTER 03
PEBBLE MINE

Bristol Bay Mining Pit. Pebble Watch Alaska.

Pebble Mine Claimed Areas & Transportation Corridor

Mining Team

near Iliamna Lake and cross multiple tributary streams
near their confluence with the lake.The locals have
been concerned that the habitats face significant risk
from the corridor. Diminished habitat quality in streams
and wetlands below road crossings would result primarily from altered streamflow, runoff of road salts, and
siltation of habitat for salmon spawning and rearing and
invertebrate prey production. In addition, heavy-duty
highways, pipelines, and dams would be constructed
along the corridor and mining site.

Mining Site Existing Condition

An Assessment of Potential Mining Impacts on Salmon Ecosystems of Bristol Bay, Alaska.

Johnson, J., and P. Blanche. 2012. Catalog of Waters Important for Spawning, Rearing, or Migration of Anadromous Fishes—Southwestern Region,

United States Environmental Protection Agency.

Effective June 1, 2012. Special Publication No. 12-08. Anchorage, AK: Alaska Department of Fish and Game.

There are abundant pebble mine resources in the area
that many companies and the Trump government wanted to develop for economic development. However, the
locals are against it because of the potential threats to
the habitats and local environment. The companies and
the development government suggested a transportation corridor for the claim pebble mine project area.
EPA reported that the corridor would cross 64 streams
and rivers. (EPA Report P7) Fifty-five are known or likely
to support migrating salmonids. The corridor would run

Major Mining Infrastructures

Tailings Dam

The Pebble Mine project will bring a series of infrastructures to serve the mining
process. Each structure has different impacts and risks to the local environment.
Responding strategies can mitigate these impacts and risks by understanding these
major structures. The images are not from the pebble mine and lake Iliamna area but
similar projects for a sense of understanding.

Tailings are the waste materials produced during ore processing. This waste would
be stored in the large-scale dam structure. The leakage or failure would cause massive loss of salmon habitats. In addition, after the mining operation, the tailings dam
will remain in the area, which increases the risk of damaging the habitat.

Setting Pond

Accumulated Tailings
Risks
Overflow
Toxic Filtration
Erosion
Vegetation Removal

Post Operation Abandonce
Air Contamination

Gold Quarry Mine Tailings Impoundment in Neveda. EcoFlight.
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Pipelines
The above-ground pipeline provides the energy supplies to the mining site operations. Starting from the harbor area to the mining site, the channel cut through habitats and native territories. The risk of leakage can also damage significant watersheds
and land habitats.

Risks
Inaccessibility of habitats
Alternative Streams
Cut through Soil & Ground
Vegetation Removal

Constructed Soil

Pipeline Construction
State Pipeline Construction. Alaska Department of Natural Resources Division of Oil & Gas
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Transportation Corridor
The Corridor is a heavy-duty road structure that allows the trucks to transport mines
and products from the pebble mine project. The road cut through habitats and native
territories—the roadblocks migration streams and lands. The culvert system requires
a lot of maintenance. After the short-term mining operation, the road will remain.

Risks
Culvert may stuck
Truck Accidents
Streams Blocked
Maintenance
Pollution

Highway Construction
Mining Highways. Alaska Department of Natural Resources Division of Oil & Gas
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Pebble Mine
Timeline

Design Proposal/Senarios

The pebble mine was firstly discovered
in 1988, and NDM claimed the rights to
the mine in 2001. Several companies,
such as PLP and Pebble partners,
claimed the mining project later in
2007. With EPA and Anglo-American
withdrawal from the project, the mining
process stopped before starting. The
companies then started lawsuits
targeting the permission for mining
development. The tension between the
two groups remains the development
unknown for the future. The PLP group

proposed planning of mining operation for
80 years but still waiting for the permission
from the United State government and EPA.
President Trump’s group worked with the
permitting process and application. But
President Biden’s group refused the
permission and stopped the pebble mine
construction in the Iliamna area. However,
as the political and legal factors significantly
influence this process, it is still very
uncertain about the mine’s future
development. Yet the companies are still
targeting the mining, and there is still

potential mine operation in the future. The
design proposals are looking into this
uncertainty of the future mining operation.
By understanding the mining size and time
scale, the design studies the position and
work scope in this tension between
environment and economy as a landscape
architect.

ADF&G (Alaska Department of Fish and Game). 2012. Alaska Freshwater Fish Inventory Database.
Pebble Watch Alaska Research Group

Site Tension
There’s a lot of argument about the pebble mine project. The mining property combines with
several companies. They claim the land for the mining project and production incomes. The
local people and environment associates are against mining. Still, the companies and local
governments are looking for mining income from the development. So president Biden’s group
stopped the agreement of the mine.

Mining Site Claims

Mining Supporters & Defensers

ADF&G (Alaska Department of Fish and Game). 2012. Alaska Freshwater Fish Inventory Database.
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The mining’s risk and threat raised the public’s attention. Local people of Alaska and environmental friendly groups have strongly believe that the best way to protect the salmon in Bristol
Bay is to make sure the mine will not start. In addition, people are also against that the companies are from Canada that will damage the property of United States.

Local people and environmental groups are strongly against the pebble mine project

60

STOP PEBBLE MINE PROJECT Alaska. Pebble Watch Alaska
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The mining will cause different kinds of problem to the local habitat. The design phase majorly
focused on the mitigation of the pollution risks and the prices need to pay for the mine operation.

Mining Problems

64
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The design proposes a series pollution mitigation and buffer system according to the constructions of the mining operation. The scale is very large because of the amount of lands the
mining is taking and the potential pollution it will produce.

Zoning Diagram

68

Each zone mitigates the pollution and buffers the potential damage in a specific function. For
example, the Runoff slope zone can slow the infiltration from the tailings dam and provide
cleaning streams for the land. The remediation zone uses phytoremediation plants to clear
the heavy metals in the soils. However, due to the arctic environment and pollution, it will cost
more than two hundred years to clean up the pollution.

Site Sectional Diagram

69

PIPELINE BUFFER STRUCTURE

Truck Corridors Proposed for Multiple
Usage

Phytoremediation Plants Zone
Open Stream Passage
instead of Risky Culvert Tunnels

Buffer Structures
Salmon Spawning Habitat

Above Ground Pipeline

Pipeline Swale
New Stream & Pond
Establish Wetland Habitat

According to the proposed mining constructions, strategies aim to mitigate the potential pollution and
different failure scenarios—the Water filtering habitat strategy is associated with the seasonal subsistence practice. The process studied the typical situations of the related streams and waterfront conditions of the transportation corridor sites.

Potential Study Sites

Pipeline Construction

The large-scale landscape planning tries to heal the damage from a short-term mining development that requires
enormous amounts of money, time, and other resources. Yet, it still cannot stop the severe damage to the habitats and the local living condition. This project exposes the price we are paying for the pebble mine, the damage
we may do to the land and the indigenous people, and how long we need to cure the damage.
74
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Reflection

Throughout my journey of this thesis project, I started

people. So I started to question: What can I do as a

on the complexity of the Iliamna Lake area in different

landscape architect? So I proposed extensive

layers. The native cultures are fascinating and

pollution mitigation and treatment landscape design

shocked me with their unique understandings and

as propaganda. It exposed the price we are paying

relationship between life and nature. The traditional

for the short-term operation and how long we need

subsistence practice showed me a sustainable way

to cure the damage.

of development and the wisdom from the native
indigenous culture. Under the trend of urbanization

As landscape architects, an essential job is to be

and globalization, they face the challenges of

responsible for the land and people. The sugar

protecting their culture, losing young people, and

coating of the fact and damage of the development

changing their lifestyles. I realized that the challenge

cost more than we know. The ethical factor of our

they face is the same for most indigenous people

designs and planning may affect. This thesis also

and the urbanization practice. The local population is

alarms me to keep the heart of taking care of the

relatively low compared to other urban projects. Still,

land and people in my future career and projects.

I strongly feel the responsibility of a landscape
architect to help people’s lives and the sublime
cultures and lands I know.
So I used the landscape architect’s perspective to
understand and synthesize the complexity of the
area and try to find a way that I could help. Then I
see the pebble mine condition in the area. The
mining project showed a clear tension threshold
between the land and urbanization, allowing me to
dig deeper in my thesis.
However, the more I learned about the mining project
and the damage it may do to the land, the more I
became desperate. As a landscape architect, I found
that the knowledge and techniques I know cannot
fully cure the pollution and damage to the land and
77
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